Date and time this flight plan was
filled in this case the 28th at 07:38

Aircraft equipment list / aircrafts Transponder equipment

AFTN addresses this flightplan has been send to
the originating address
FPL-start of flight plan string, RYR36BY - ATC callsign, IS - IFR scheduled flight
FLIGHT ROUTE
Destination alternate airport

Other informations as: performance based navigation string, Date, Aircraft
registration, EET - Estimated elapsed time, Aircraft operator, enroute
alternate airports, ... aircraft is equipped with TCAS

Arrival airport and estimated time
enroute (take off to touch down)
initial cruising speed (TAS) and initial
flight level
Departure Airport and derparture time
Aircraft type / weight class
H - heavy
M - Medium
L - Light

estimated take off
time

scheduled push
back time

'MJHIUEBUF

%FQBSUVSF"SSJWBM
"JSQPSU

Estimated touch
down time

"JSDSBGUUZQFBOE
SFHJTUSBUJPO

estimated gate
arrival time

3FMFBTFEBUFPG0'1

'MJHIU
/VNFS
"JSDSBGUSFHJTUSBUJPO
"5$$BMMTJHO
'MJHIUEBUF
"JSDSBGUUZQF

8FBUIFSQSPHOPTJTUJNF

XFBUIFSPCTFSWBUJPOUJNFT
cost index

"JSDSBGUFOHJOFT

DBMDVMBUFEUBLFPGGUJNF

Maximum allowed / estimated Take off, landing, zero fuel weight

ground distance
air distance
top of climb wind
average wind
average wind
component
average fuel flow
fuel bias

Alternate Airport
planned step climb prifile for this flight

top of climb ISA
(standard
atmosphere)
deviation M= minus

remarks and warnings for this flight in this field

Trip fuel - required from take off to landing
contingency fuel - for any unforseen delays 5% of trip fuel
alternate - fuel required to proceed from destination to alternate airport
final reserve fuel - usually for add 30 - 40 min of flight
additional reserve fuel - decided by the crew

planned take off fuel

planned take off fuel
taxi fuel

block fuel - this fuel has to be loaded at the gate prior to push back
theselines allow pilot to anter any additional fuel they have
ordered in addtion

Alternate route to
alternate airport (LHBP
Budapest in this case

crew name codes and
signatures

dispatcher name

MEL - Minimum equipment lis / CDL - configuration deviation list ... items if any present have here to be anotated

YOUR FLIGHT
ROUTE

Reduced vertical
separation minima altimeter values have
to be compared and
noted here when flying
FL290 and above

Opertional impacts associated fuel and
time costs for changes
in flight level and
weight

on all pages - all
highlighted positions
have to be filled / noted
by the cockpit crew

Departure ATIS (weather) information has to be noted here (You recieve the departure
D
A
Atis in Innsbruck by listening to frequency 126,025

Departure clearence you obtained from ATC has to be noted here. In this case in Inssbruck
D
there
th
h is no ground and no delivery... so clearence will be issued by Tower on frequency 120,1

elevation of destiation airport (LZIB - Bratislava)

elevation of alternate airport (LHBP-Budapest)

push back time

landing time
arriving to gate time
total flight time airborne
till landed
off to on block time

on all pages - all
highlighted positions
have be to filled / noted
by the cockpit crew

here you have to note the arrival ATIS (weather) information in this case Bratislava -Stefanik.
You can obtain the actual arrival ATIS by listening to frequency 128,650

waypoint ICAO
identifier

waypoints latitude and
longitude

most critical - highest minimum off route altitude
MORA

estimated enroute time
from previous waypoint
in hours and minutes

write estimated time
over waypoint
write actual time over
waypoint

maximum shear value

airway, SID or STAR
waypoint
name

total time from
departue (HH:MM)

RHEIN UIR - Upper information region

VIENNA FIR - Flight information region

FL - Flight Level
Mora - min off route altitude
DIS - distance from previous waypoint in nautical miles
IMT - initial magnetic track to next waypoint
ITT - init true track to next wpt
RDIS - remaining distance to destination - this case LZIB
MN - mach number over waypoint
TAS - True air speed over waypoint
GS - Ground speed over waypoint

see next page
all highlighted positions
(on all pages) have to
be filled / notedby
cockpit crew during
flyght

BUDAPEST FIR - Flight information region

WIND - forecast wind direction and speeds over this waypoint
in degrees true and knots
COMP - wind component over this waypoint. Amount of head /
tail wind which can be expected. Positive values = tail winf,
negative values = head wind
SHR - shear value = magnitude of wind difference between
2000ft bleow and above the planned altitude averaged per
1000ft. Higher numbers/values indicate the potential for
turbulences

OAT - the outside air temperature over this waypoint in Degrees
Celsius

TDV - temperature deviation at this waypoint. Indicates number
of degrees above International standard atmosphere (ISA) at the
planned altitude
TRP - Tropopause height above this waypoint in hunderd of
feets. (Tropopause = the pause / separation between
troposphere where most of earth weather is exisitn and the
stratosphere

EFOB - estimated fuel on board at this waypoint in thousands of
kilogramms (or pounds)
AFOB - area used to write in the actual fuel on board at this
waypoint
PBRN - Planned total fuel burn at this waypoint in thousands of
kilograms

ABRN - area used to write in the actual fuel burned at this
waypoint

highlighted areas have
to be filled/ noted by
cockpit crew during
flight

